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The City of Meridian was developed from a small rural village to an incorporated city by the dedicated work of
its citizens who volunteered their time and contributed their resources to build a community. That spirit of
voluntarism and building community is based on common goals that exists today. Nowhere is it more evident
than in our historic downtown. The revitalization of our downtown core was, and continues to be, the vision
of the Meridian City Council and the many citizen stakeholders who value the historic and economic aspect of
a vibrant downtown.
By establishing the Meridian Development Corporation (MDC) as the urban renewal agency for the
revitalization of the downtown core, tax increment dollars could be used to upgrade downtown infrastructure
and remove blight so that downtown could continue to be economically viable and, most importantly, a
source of historic pride for all citizens. Another goal was to make sure that downtown, with City Hall as the
energy center, is accessible to young and old alike. Our downtown embodies the culture and history of
Meridian for our children.
During 2016, MDC continued the progress made in recent years to revitalize downtown and the urban core.
Partnerships have been the key to the promotion of activities for everyone in Meridian to enjoy. MDC
partnered with the West Ada School District and the Meridian Arts Commission to wrap electrical boxes with
student art. For the second year in a row, approximately 2,000 Meridian third graders, supervised by their
teachers and parent volunteers, were able to experience the Historic Walking Tour and learn about city
government with MDC, the West Ada School District and the City of Meridian as partners. The Meridian
Parks and Recreation Department partnered with MDC to replace trees in downtown in new grated tree-wells
to enhance streetscape and allow trees to thrive. The Concerts on Broadway series in the City Hall Plaza
expanded from three to four concerts and included pre-shows featuring student musician performers.
Concerts on Broadway is a partnership among the Meridian Arts Commission, the City of Meridian Parks and
Recreation Department, private sponsors, and MDC. This past summer saw the development of the Youth
Farmers Market in the City Hall Plaza on Saturday mornings as a partnership between the City of Meridian,
MDC, young vendors, and their families. We offer a special thank you to the family-owned Cackleberry Farm
for their support and outstanding farm products throughout the summer.
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Idaho Avenue between Main Street and East Second Street was dedicated as an outdoor seating venue as
part of a Project for Public Spaces Placemaking initiative. Idaho Avenue was also used as a focal point for
the First Annual Art Walk and Sidewalk Chalk Art displays in September. A special thank you to local
property owner Marty Schindler, and the City Community Development staff, for championing and project
managing the Idaho Avenue project.
2016 was also the year when downtown branding came to fruition with signs and banners and six kiosks
designating Meridian Historic Downtown as our downtown core.
Economic growth was also visible with the development of two key projects. First, Marty Schindler
converted the former chocolate shop into a location for Blue Sky Bagels on Idaho Avenue. And, our thanks
to Josh Evarts for not only renovating the building on the corner of Idaho Avenue and East Second Street,
but keeping its historic roots with a facade reminiscent of the original bank building. Josh calls the venue
“The Vault” and it has been used for many public and private gatherings. Frankie’s Java took over the
location formerly used by The Grotto and added to outdoor seating in Generations Plaza. A special thanks
to the Meridian Downtown Business Association for providing a way for local business and property owners
to give input to the City of Meridian and MDC regarding downtown needs and activities. A special thank
you to Joe Kozlowski, local attorney and businessman, who has served as the Downtown Business
Association’s President.
As one of the fastest growing cities in the United States, Meridian is always encouraging economic
development to support its citizens. In 2016, the Meridian City Council approved the formation of the Ten
Mile Urban Renewal Area as a new district under MDC. The urban renewal designation has allowed private
developers to convert acres of former farmland into a commercial center whose borders include I-84, Ten
Mile Road and Franklin Avenue. Anyone exiting onto Ten Mile Road will notice the construction of office
buildings in what will soon be a commercial area that includes retail as well as office space. The ability to
live, work, and play in Meridian is helping to make Meridian more attractive to businesses.
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A special thanks to Bruce Chatterton and the Meridian Economic Development and Community
Development team for making the Ten Mile urban renewal district a reality.
Just like long ago, volunteers still constitute the prime resource for the development of Meridian. The MDC
Board of Commissioners is composed of the following volunteers: Dave Winder, Nathan Meuller, Jim
Escobar, Keith Bird, Mayor Tammy de Weerd, Callie Zamzow, Rob McCarvel, Rick Ritter, and Dan Basalone.
A very special thank you to Jim Escobar for serving as chairperson of the MDC Board of Commissioners for
the past three years. We also thank former Commissioner Eric Jensen, Kit Fitzgerald, and Calvin Barrett for
their time as MDC Commissioners during a portion of 2016.
As Aesop said in his famous fable of the tortoise and the hare, “slow and steady wins the race.” The
revitalization of Meridian Historic Downtown is happening because volunteer citizens are stepping forward
and making it happen. It is also happening because more children and their families are becoming
participants in downtown activities. 2017 is already promising to be another banner year in the slow and
steady race of progress. I would recommend that you take annual photographs of our downtown to record
the history of its continual development.
Thank you to everyone who has worked and supported the development of our Meridian Historic Downtown
and the work of the Meridian Development Corporation.
Best Regards,
Dan Basalone
Chairman of the Board
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A nine member Board of Commissioners makes up the Meridian Development
Corporation. The Commissioners are appointed by the Meridian Mayor and City Council
for rotating three-year terms.
2016 MDC LEADERSHIP:
! Jim Escobar – Chairman
! Dan Basalone – Vice Chairman
! Dave Winder – Secretary/Treasurer

2016 BOARD MEMBERS:
! Meridian Mayor Tammy de Weerd
! Meridian City Council President Keith Bird
! Callie Zamzow
! Nathan Mueller
! Rob McCarvel
! Rick Ritter

Acknowledgment and thanks to outgoing MDC Board Members in 2016:
Kit Fitzgerald, Eric Jensen, and Calvin Barrett
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The Meridian Development Corporation meetings are scheduled for the
second Wednesday of the month at 7:30am and the fourth Wednesday of the month at
4:00pm unless otherwise publicly noticed.
Meetings are held at Meridian City Hall located at 33 East Broadway Avenue in
Conference Room A on the first floor.
MDC has a variety of subcommittees focusing on specific projects and initiatives.
Stakeholder participation is not only welcomed, but actively encouraged. All board and
subcommittee meetings are open to the public and are posted at
www.meridiandevelopmentcorp.com.
For more information, please contact Ashley Squyres, MDC Administrator, at
meridiandevelopmentcorp@gmail.com or 208.477.1632.

"
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DOWNTOWN URBAN RENEWAL DISTRICT!
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Through 2016, forward momentum continued with transportation and pedestrian connectivity initiatives in
Meridian’s Downtown District. Those investments include:
Pine Avenue:
Pine Avenue is one of the main eastern entrances into downtown and sets the stage for the look and feel as
one arrives. MDC is working in partnership with the city of Meridian and the Ada County Highway District
[ACHD] toward Pine Avenue improvements. The partnership is working towards the design and the ultimate
construction of Pine Avenue in Fiscal Years 2017 and 2018. The project will include meeting vehicular,
pedestrian, and cyclist needs, in addition to incorporating updated sewer, water, and irrigation
infrastructure, historic lighting from Main Street to East Sixth Street, and thoughtful landscaping.
West First Street:
MDC has financially partnered with ACHD to provide the construction of sidewalks on both sides of West
First Street between South Broadway Avenue and Pine Avenue. As pedestrian connectivity and safety is of
utmost importance to MDC, this is an important pedestrian connection to the elementary school on the
north side of Pine Avenue. The project will be constructed in 2017.
Downtown Bike Repair Stations:
MDC purchased three bike repair stations that have or will be placed in different locations in downtown.
The first station was installed next to the Community Center on East Second Street and Idaho Avenue. The
second station will be installed next to the soon to be renovated swimming pool at Storey Park. The third
station location is currently undergoing evaluation at this time, but will be installed in the spring of 2017.
Bike Pathway Mapping:
In order to encourage biking throughout Meridian, MDC invested in creating a bike map highlighting all
current, and soon to be constructed, bike routes in both downtown and for the community as a whole. The
map also highlights future connections and key destinations. The maps are available free to the public in a
variety of locations including: Meridian City Hall; Valley Regional Transit; Meridian Cycles; and the
Meridian Chamber of Commerce.
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In 2015, MDC hired Rizen Creative to assist in
the creation of the overall branding for
Meridian’s downtown. MDC felt it was
important to have consistency when sharing
the story and the vision of downtown Meridian.
The intent of the branding is for the downtown
Meridian’s story to find its way into all facets
that relate to downtown.
In 2015, MDC installed the signage that was
placed in the center islands on Main Street.
In 2016, MDC continued the branding
implementation and focused attentions on
modifying the Destination: Downtown signage
and modifying the business kiosk panels to
reflect the new and current brand.
The new Destination: Downtown signage and
kiosk panels will be installed in early 2017.
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In late 2015, Josh Evarts, tbe new owner of 140
East Idaho Avenue, applied for a partnership
under the façade improvement program offered
by MDC.
The site had a former use as a dry cleaners but
had been vacant and in disrepair for over a
decade.
The new owner painted a vision to MDC as the
building being utilized as a community meeting
space to be known as “The Vault”.
The Board approved the façade improvement
application at a 50% match and work to the
exterior and the interior began almost
immediately. Josh worked to restore the
historical integrity of the building that had
either been stripped or that had deteriorated.
The building renovation was completed in 2016
and has quickly become a key asset and focal
point in downtown Meridian.
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In the fall of 2016, Meridian Cycles met with
MDC to describe a vision for their
company’s future. The vision included the
purchase of the Frontier Bar located at 116
East Broadway Avenue and moving their
cycle store into this location.
In addition to continuing their cycle
business, the new location will feature a
nano-bar; a coffee shop; and an outdoor
seating area.
Paul and Krista McKenna feel that
downtown Meridian is their home and with
this project, they will be contributing to the
cleanup of one of the most blighted blocks
in downtown Meridian.
The MDC Board approved the request to
fund 50% of the façade improvement work
and will also continue to work with the
owners on an Owner Participation
Agreement to relocate sewer services from
the alleyway into Broadway Avenue.
Work will be completed in 2017.
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In the summer of 2016, MDC was approached by
an interested party about the possibility of
redeveloping MDC-owned properties at 703 and
713 North Main Street. Due to property disposition
rules for government entities, MDC issued a
Request for Proposals [RFP] for the properties in
response.
MDC received one RFP response from downtown
property owner, Josh Evarts. The project envisioned
the two properties being developed in two phases
with 703 North Main serving as Phase One.
Phase One begins construction in the summer of
2017 and includes the following elements:
!

A four-story, multi-use development.

!

3,800-sf of commercial retail space on the
ground floor with an anchor restaurant.

!

4,000-sf of office space on the second floor.

!

Residential lofts/condos on the third and fourth
floors.

In October 2016, the MDC board voted to accept
the proposal and to enter into negotiations with
Josh. It is envisioned an agreement will be finalized
in early 2017.
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In September 2016, after a year and a half of
planning, the dedication of the Idaho Avenue
Placemaking Project came to fruition.
The celebration marked the completion of the first
phase of the Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper Placemaking
project for one block between Main Street and East
Second Street. The project is intended to be a three
year pilot project.
Improvements to Idaho Avenue included: increased
sidewalk space; planters; outdoor dining options;
and opportunities for art.
The planning of the project came from a National
Association of Realtor’s Grant that was managed by
Idaho Smart Growth and Project for Public Spaces.
The implementation of the project was led by the
City’s Community Development Department and
Marty Shindler, a property owner. The funding of
the project was a financial partnership between
MDC and the City of Meridian.
Many local businesses contributed in-kind for the
project. They include: A-Core; B2B Seal Coat &
Striping; C3 Environments; Cloverdale Nursery;
Edwards Nursery; Fibreon; Integrity; Meridian
Cycles; ProBuild; and Rule Steel.
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MDC’s partnership with the Meridian Library District
[MLD] continued in 2016. unBound continued to find
ways to capitalize on the MDC-owned space at 713 N.
Main.
In 2016, unBound was able to try several new ideas and
provide resources for thousands of people. The 3D
printers drew in a large number of the initial patrons. In
January 2016, MLD purchased a second Ulitmaker to
keep up with the growing demand and in August, they
purchased a mini Ultimaker to help offset demands at
unBound but also allow for easy setup at events in the
community. MLD worked with a number of people on
3D printed art projects, prototypes, functional products
and lots of just fun ideas. The 3D printers were able to
print for over 8,000 hours in 2016.
Other services such as the Sound Studio gained more
traction throughout 2016. A regular podcast group used
the space at least once a week to create their podcast
show. They have also taught a class at unBound to help
others get started with their own podcasts. Several
entrepreneurs and a few startups have used unBound
as both a workspace and a meeting place for partners,
investors, and clients. MLD has worked to create
programs for small businesses and kids alike.
By the numbers:
!

In 2016, MLD had 10,710 visits with a daily average
of 35 visitors.

!

MLD answered 5,458 reference questions for the
year.

!

Program attendance for the year: 1,485 participants.
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MDC continued its partnership with the Treasure Valley
Children’s Theatre [TVCT] in 2016.
Since 2013, TVCT has utilized and brought patrons to the
MDC-owned building at 703 North Main Street for youth
classes and performances.
Sadly, this partnership will end in 2017 due to the
forthcoming redevelopment of the property; although it is
MDC’s hope that TVCT will find a new home in MDC’s
Downtown.
Some notable highlights of 2016 for TVCT:
!

2016 was a transition year for Treasure Valley Children’s
Theater, LLC and Treasure Valley Youth Theater, Inc. The
Limited Liability Company filed for dissolution, effective
Dec. 31, 2016 and the 501c3 Nonprofit Organization took
over the operations of the LLC. As of January 01, 2017 it
is operating as one, nonprofit arts organization doing
business as Treasure Valley Children’s Theater.

!

The adult acting company produced a total of 34
performances, four shows, reaching 2,220 audience
members. 22 of those performances were held at 703 N.
Main Street bringing 1,000 audience members to
downtown Meridian.

!

In 2016, a total of 73 educational classes, camps, and
workshops were produced; reaching 920 students in the
Treasure Valley.

!

The youth theater program, Treasure Valley Youth
Theater, Inc., produced a total of three shows with seven
performances in 2016 bringing 2,350 audience members
into downtown Meridian.
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In 2016, MDC continued its annual
contribution of $25,000 towards a
partnership with the City of Meridian’s
Parks and Recreation Department.
The monies that MDC contributed in 2016
were utilized towards seven new trees; the
new tree grates; the root barrier for the
trees; the installation of each of the trees;
and the rehabilitation of three trees in
Meridian’s downtown. Two new tree boxes
were added at 140 East Idaho Avenue on
the east side of the property.
In addition, the Meridian Parks and
Recreation Department was able to
complete a brick paver project to make
some of the surfaces safer for pedestrians in
downtown Meridian.
MDC will continue its partnership with the
Meridian Parks and Recreation Department
in 2017.
"
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The Meridian Historic Walking Tour continues to be a gem
to the City of Meridian. The tour began in 2014 and
expanded to include a North Tour phase in 2015. No major
updates occurred in 2016.
The interactive experience allows an individual to
experience the past of a historic property not only through
interpretive signage, but also through historic photos and
videos provided by an area expert. These videos paint a
colorful picture of Meridian’s early residents and it is
through these stories that early Meridian comes to life.
Through a partnership and grant funded by MDC, an
estimated 1,300 third grade West Ada School District
students receive bussing to take the walking tour as part of
their curriculum. In addition, the tour expanded to include
Meridian charter schools wishing to take part.
Connecting our third graders with their past is crucial to
the development of a long-term love for history and
preservation in Meridian.
The walking tour has been a tremendous success and has
been praised by the parents, the students, the educators
and the community as a whole.
The Meridian Historic Preservation Commission received
approval from City Council to pursue launching a mobile
app in 2017.
MDC will continue its sponsorship of the program in 2017.
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In 2016, MDC contributed a $10,000
sponsorship towards the annual Concerts
on Broadway series brought to the
community by the Meridian Arts
Commission.
The summer series provides concerts with
local performers and showcases up-andcoming young local talent as the opening
acts.
The 2016 season had four concerts:
!
!
!
!

Patch, new to the concert series
High Street Band
Precious Byrd, new to the concert series
Kevin Kirk & Onomatopoeia and Sally
Tibbs

The events were heavily attended by the
public.
MDC’s sponsorship of this special
community event will continue in 2017.
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In 2016, MDC contributed $40,000
towards the new art installation at the
southeast corner of Fairview Avenue
and Main Street.
Through 2015 and into 2016, the
Meridian Arts Commission led the
process of soliciting and evaluating the
proposed art pieces.
Ultimately, the Meridian Arts
Commission chose “Native Grasses” by
CJR Design and the installation of the
piece occurred in the fall of 2016.
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MDC provided the Meridian Arts Commission
with a $5,127 sponsorship for the installation
of utility box art wraps within the urban
renewal district boundaries.
In 2016, the following art wraps were installed
with MDC funds:
!
!
!
!
!
!

SW Corner of Carlton and Main Street
SW Corner of Corporate and Meridian Street
SW Corner of Corporate and Main Street
SW Corner of Cherry and Meridian Street
Franklin between NE Second and Third
Streets
SW Corner of Gem and Main Street

MDC Commissioner, Dan Basalone, was part of
the panel to select the youth-created pieces.
MDC will continue its sponsorship of this
program in 2017.
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In 2016, MDC provided a $5,000 sponsorship to
the City of Meridian towards the inaugural Youth
Farmer’s Market. The market ran from Dairy Days
in June until the end of September.
The first market season included:
!
!
!

!
!
!

38 total vendors, 32 of which were youth
vendors.
An average of 15 vendors a week.
A variety of market goods including:
*Produce
*Meat
*Homemade goods
*Artwork
A variety of youth musicians and performers.
Animals ranging from baby goats and pigs to
exotic bird.
An average season gross per vendor of $600$1,000.

Youth participating in the market learned valuable
business skills such as: marketing; accounting
practices; the art of supply and demand; and how
to work with customers.
MDC has committed to continuing its sponsorship
of the market through the 2017 season.
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In 2014, the Meridian Chamber of Commerce
formulated a Steering Committee that includes members
of the Chamber, MDC, the Meridian Downtown Business
Association and the City of Meridian.
One of the purposes of the committee is to explore the
community desire for a potential project in downtown
Meridian that may include a performing arts center, a
conference center and a potential companion hotel.
A feasibility study with recommendations were
presented to MDC and the City in early 2015. Initial
findings showed a need and the community capacity for
a project such as this.
Based upon these findings, the committee hired a
polling firm in early 2016. The goal of the polling is to
determine the Meridian community’s desire for such a
project and what they, as residents, would ultimately
like to see in their downtown.
The results of the poll demonstrated an interest in s
project in downtown Meridian however, it did not clearly
define what the project would be.
The next steps are back before the Steering Committee
to better define a project and to potentially pursue the
creation of an Auditorium District.
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"
TEN MILE URBAN RENEWAL DISTRICT
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The Idaho Transportation Department initiated
planning for the development of a new interchange
with Interstate 84 at Ten Mile Road in the 1990’s.
Construction of the interchange was completed in
2012.
In support of the State’s investment and in
anticipation of the resultant development pressure
from the opening of the new interchange on the
area immediately west of the Meridian City limits,
the City initiated a broad-based planning effort for
the general area.
The Plan that was produced was the Ten Mile
Interchange Specific Area Plan and was adopted by
the City Council on June 19, 2007. The Plan
remains in effect and is intended to guide
development decisions within the study area.
To further promote development within this area,
the City approved a new urban renewal district in
June 2016 to help with the development of public
infrastructure. The goal of the district is to spur a
high quality, mixed-use development that brings
employment to the City of Meridian.
The new district is different from the downtown
district in that it aims to spur economic
development rather than revitalize a blighted area.
Urban renewal revenue will reimburse developers
for building public infrastructure such as major
roads; street lights; water and sewer improvements;
and traffic signals.
MDC anticipates approving its first Owner
Participation Agreement for such reimbursements
in early 2017.
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2017 for MDC also includes the following projects and initiatives not already mentioned:
!Nine Mile Floodplain Study: MDC will continue coordination with the city of Meridian’s

Floodplain Administrator, the Nampa-Meridian Irrigation District, and the Corp of Engineers
to determine potential opportunities to reduce the Nine Mile Floodplain impact for MDC
property owners. The federal government released their draft study in 2016 for public
comment. MDC has hired a hydrologist to assist the agency to assess the impacts to district
property owners and how MDC can assist in the reduction the floodplain boundary.
!Wayfinding and Signage Program: MDC will continue with the implementation of the
wayfinding and signage master plan.
!Legislative: MDC will continue working in concert with the legislative community to
ensure the protection of urban renewal agencies and their ability to provide public
investment into strategic target areas in order to encourage additional investment by the
private sector.
!Streetscape Program: MDC will continue to work in collaboration with the city of
Meridian and downtown business and property owners on the streetscape priorities for
downtown. MDC will continue to work on block by block transformations that include:
street trees; historic lighting; and construction or reconstruction of sidewalks and bike
lanes where feasible.
!Downtown Parking and Transportation: MDC will continue working with stakeholders
to determine: on-going, short-term and long-term goals for downtown parking.
!Public Involvement: MDC will continue its foresight to look towards collaborating with
new and existing business owners in order to create continued opportunity in downtown
Meridian."
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Meridian Development Corporation is committed to public service, to the fiscally
responsible use of urban renewal dollars, and to public transparency. The following are
links to MDC efforts of public and stakeholder interest:
MDC Website:
www.meridiandevelopmentcorp.com
MDC Contact Information:
Ashley Squyres
MDC Administrator
Email: meridiandevelopmentcorp@gmail.com
Phone: 208.477.1632
Mailing Address:
104 East Fairview Avenue, #239
Meridian, Idaho 83642
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FY2016 MDC Annual Audit
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Government Auditing Standards
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GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS
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management discussion and analysis, the government-wide
financial statements, fund financial statements, notes to the financial statements, and required
supplementary information

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.

See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements.
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Assigned

Unassigned

See accompanying Notes to Required Supplementary Information.
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